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Welcome to the July edition of Busy Analytical Bee! In 

this issue we are exploring the research discussing signs 

vs PECS. We also have a new Facebook page so be sure 

to like us on Facebook! Also congratulations to any Be-

haviourists that successfully obtained Board Certification 

following the recent exam result announcement.  Have a 

great month! 

Comments, questions or feedback? Please contact busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com 

CHOOSING AN AUGMENTATIVE  SYSTEM 

When setting up a programme for a non-verbal client, 

the first decision that will be made is which communi-

cation system will be used. Ultimately, the goal is to 

achieve vocalisation and enable communication, alt-

hough careful consideration needs to be made when 

choosing the correct augmentative system. There are a 

variety to choose from , including, facilitated communi-

cation, sign language and pointing systems. Each have 

their own benefits and constraints and each differ in 

supporting each individual client in the development of 

Verbal Behaviour. We will specifically be discussing 

sign language  (i.e. Makaton) and pointing systems (i.e. 

PECS) 

There are two popular sign languages; Makaton and 

British Sing-along. Makaton is the most widely recog-

nised between professions support people with Special 

Educational Needs. This type of verbal behaviour is 

called topography-based, which is the same as vocal 

stimulus (speaking) and written text. The topography 

of each behaviour differs depending on the non-verbal 

stimulus controlling the behaviour (environmental 

stimulus or motivation operants).  In his paper in 1985, 

Michael explains that topography-based verbal behav-

iour is preferable because it has only one controlling 

variable. Michael also discusses that topography-based 

systems have point-to-point correspondence between 

the stimulus and the response with topography-based. 

There are many research papers that support in-

creased development of vocalisation when verbal be-

haviour is initially taught through sign because of the 

point-to-point correspondence. Another benefit of sign 

language, like speech, it is portable which enables the 

verbal behaviour to directly contact contingencies, alt-

hough unfortunately there isn’t a large population of 

speakers; professionals require training to be able to 

communicate using sign language, 

The most commonly used pointing system is PECS, 

although developments in technology have also intro-

duced us to programmes like Proloquo2go. These 

pointing-systems are selection-based verbal behav-

iour. Selection-based differ because the topography of 

behaviour (pointing/touching) is the same regardless 

of the controlling stimulus of the verbal behaviour. An 

implication of this is that clients using this type of 

communication system require a good scanning and 

receptive repertoire.  A drawback of these communi-

cation system is there can be cumbersome, and also if 

they become unavailable the client can not communi-

cate, which can result in challenging behaviours to get 

their needs met. 

It is important with both that therapists model appro-

priate verbal behaviour. Carbone and colleagues 

(2006) built on research regarding prompting vocal 

tacts using just a vocal prompt and total communica-

tion (vocal and sign) prompt. Tacts taught when the 

therapists used total communication (modelling the 

sign and vocal response) acquisition of these targets 

was faster.  

There is never an intervention that is a “one size fits 

all”. This is why it’s paramount to consider prerequi-

site skills. The communication system must be low 

effort and be functional. If the client has poor motor 

skills then PECS may be preferable. It is highlighted in 

many papers that when developing a programme that 

teaching the mand first is important for a successful 

programme.  
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Comments, questions or feedback? Please contact busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com 

TERMINOLOGY 

SD (SD—’ess-dee’) means Stimulus discriminate. It is a 

stimulus or stimuli that signals availability of reinforce-

ment. For example, the example used in Cooper and 

Heron is a phone ringing. When the phone rings it sig-

nals reinforcement is available, although when the 

phone isn’t ringing the phone is not a SD  because there 

is no reinforcement available. When behaviours occur 

in the presence of the SD (i.e. answering the phone 

when it is ringing) this demonstrates stimulus control.  

NET IDEAS  

As the weather gets warmer it’s a perfect opportuni-

ty for water play! You can adapt this in many ways to 

suit your client. You can add bubbles, colours or 

glitter and splash with your hands or your feet. You 

can use jugs and water bottles or a spray bottle. De-

pending on the containers you use (bottles, etc.) you 

can develop fine or gross motor skills by spraying, 

pouring or stirring, which also is a great for Motor 

Imitation with objects. You can also use straws to 

blow through. Depending on you adaptation you can 

contrive motivation for many mands, including bub-

bles/blow, pour/down, jug/bottle, colours used and 

of course water! You can practise tacting colours and 

intraverbals like “ready steady -- go!”.   

EVENTS 

There are several workshops being held by Ambitious 

about Autism, including an introduction to Autism and 

ABA and positive behaviour management, to name a 

few. Each workshop has a variety of dates available for 

you to book. Each workshop is held at The Pears Na-

tional Centre for Autism Education, Woodside Avenue, 

London and typically runs from 9:30-3:30. Prices range 

between £55-80 for carers and £100-180 for profes-

sionals.  

For more information about each training programme 

offered and specific dates available please go to http://

www.ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk/page/

what_we_do/training/training_programme.cfm 

There are still spots available for the workshop with 

Margaret Hagerty, BCaBA and Carole Roxburgh, BCBA, 

who are both outreach consultants for Carbone Clinic. 

The workshop will focus on Verbal Behaviour methods 

and will be a great workshop for therapists to develop 

their understanding of teaching. The workshop will run 

over two days and attendees can choose from the 6-

7th or 8-9th of October 2014. The workshop will be 

held at the Hilton Cobham, Surrey. The cost is £350 for 

early bird (prior to the 31st of August). Be sure to book 

your place as there are limited spots. 

For more information go to http://

thebehaviourchangeclinic.com/dr-carbone-conference 

If you want to share a great training opportunity please 

let us know and we can share it with our readers. 

Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our new Face-

book page! 

Next month we will be looking at the Matching Law, 

so be sure to subscribe so you can receive the next 

exciting  edition.  

To subscribe email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to our email account. 

STUDY TIPS 

The Global Autism Project regularly hold two day in-

tense courses for people preparing for the BCBA. This is 

a great course that covers all the basic principles and 

offers continuing support. There are many packages to 

choose from, although Busy Analytical Bee highly rec-

ommends the two day intensive. It costs $247 (around 

£147) and it runs from 10-3 EST (approximately 3-10 

GMT). Check the website to keep up-to-date with the 

next course. 

http://globalautismproject.org/supervision/

bcbaweekendreviewandscholarsessions/ 

RECOMMEDNED READING 

A great book to read is ‘Ethics for Behaviour Analyst’ by 

Bailey and Burch. It is common that people make the 

highest amount of errors within the ethics section of 

the BCBA exam. This book breaks down each guideline 

and uses cases to help readers develop their ethical 

understanding. It is important, especially if you are pre-

paring for the exam, that you are familiar with the 

guidelines. Each behaviour analyst has a responsibility 

to the field, so even if you are not preparing for the ex-

am, it is still advisable that you read the guidelines, and 

if you want to develop a better understanding then 

‘Ethics for Behaviour Analysts’ is the book to read! Find 

the guidelines on PDF at  

http://www.bacb.com/Downloadfiles/BACBguidelines/

BACB_Conduct_Guidelines.pdf 


